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Race, rurality and representation: Black and minority ethnic mothers’ experiences of 
their children’s education in rural primary schools in England, UK  
Abstract 
There is little research that has examined the role of mothers in their children’s education in 
the rural space of the school, particularly in relation to the experiences of Black and Minority 
Ethnic (BME) families who are newcomers to the rural space. This article attempts to redress 
the balance and examine how BME mothers are positioned in rural primary schools in 
England (UK) which are predominantly White. The article is based on twenty in-depth 
interviews conducted with mothers who identified themselves as Black or from a minority 
ethnic background (India, Pakistan or Bangladesh). All of the respondents had moved into the 
areas in the last ten years. The findings from this research suggest that mothers are active 
agents in the education of their children; however their experiences reveal that within the 
White space of the school they are positioned as ‘other’ and ‘outsiders’ as they navigate the 
diasporic space of the White countryside.  
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Introduction 
Research on rurality has focussed on an understanding of identities and school experiences in 
countries such as South Africa (Dunne, 2008; Molestane, 2012); Australia (Bryant and Pini, 
2011), France (Reed-Danahay, 1996), England (Bhopal and Myers, 2011), China (Qinag et al, 
2008) and the USA (Villenas, 2001). The rural has been considered from different disciplines 
and perspectives such as Sociology (Garland and Charakborti, 2006; Neal, 2002), Education 
(Balfour, 2012; Bhopal and Myers, 2011), Women’s Studies (Panelli and Little, 2003), 
Anthropology (Geller and Stocket, 2006) and Geography (Holloway et al, 2010).There is also 
a body of literature which has explored how identities are understood in rural populations 
(Neal, 2002; 2009), particularly in relation to the position of BME groups as ‘outsiders’ 
(Chakraborti and Garland, 2004) and the repositioning of the rural as a multicultural and 
multi-ethnic space (Askins, 2009). Research has also emphasised the neglect of the rural in 
policy making (Bell and Jayne, 2010) and its relevance to broader academic concerns (Woods, 
2009). In England (UK) images of rural locations are based on idyllic green open spaces 
associated with cleanliness, purity and an attachment to community. Such images are viewed 
in contrast to the city which is aggressive, selfish and unwelcoming (Bhopal and Myers, 
2011). Far from being idyllic, the countryside is hostile to ‘outsiders’ and there is little sense 
of community, belonging and feelings of inclusion (Bhopal and Myers, 2011). The 
countryside has also been identified as having high rates of poverty, illiteracy and crime 
(Burnett, 2011; South West Rural Racism Project, 2009). Research also suggests that an 
increase in the numbers of city dwellers purchasing property in the countryside is at the 
expense of excluding ‘locals’ out of the housing market (The Independent, 2007 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/this-britain/downside-of-rural-life-poverty-racism-
and-mental-illness-440920.html). The literature on rurality has explored discourses of 
diversity and multiplicity and how these intersect with race, class and gender in a 
predominantly White space. The focus has been on questioning how those positioned as 
‘others’ are influenced by processes of inclusion, marginalisation and belonging. This article 
will explore the myth that the rural is an idyllic space with little or no conflict. It will attempt 
to disrupt the idyllic picture of the countryside  to explore the role that gender, class and race 
play in the positioning of Black and minority ethnic mothers (BME) as ‘outsiders’ in the 
White space of the school.  
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Education and Rurality  
Research has explored how aspects of rurality affect educational experiences (Balfour, 2012) 
such as identity (Reed-Danahay, 1996), race (Bhopal and Myers, 2011; Villenas, 2001) and 
gender (Collins and Coleman, 2008; Pini, 2006). Research conducted on ‘mainly White 
schools’ suggests that BME pupils in such environments experience racism on a daily basis 
(Carroll, 2002) and teachers are unwilling to recognise and act on such racist behaviour 
(Cline et al, 2002).  
Whilst there has been little research that has explored the experiences of BME mothers in 
rural areas, there is a body of work which has examined the role that BME parents play in 
their children’s education. Such work has focussed on how BME families draw on their 
middle class identity as a resource to emphasise the importance of education for their children 
(Archer, 2010); the intersection of class privilege and racial subordination (Archer, 2011); 
and the dominance of ‘authentic’ middle class identity (Archer, 2012). Others have 
emphasised how parents choose secondary schools for their children, particularly in relation 
to discourses of ‘multiculture’ such as racialised, ethnic and religious differences (Byrne and 
de Tona, 2013; Lareau and Horvat, 1999) as well as the impact of class on the availability of  
educational ‘choice’ for BME parents (Weekes-Bernard, 2007). More recent research has 
explored the positioning of BME middle class parents in schools (Rollock et al, 2012); the 
interplay of ethnicity and class in school choice and friendship groups (Ball et al, 2013) and 
the role that Whiteness plays in school settings (Levine Rasky, 2009; Reay et al, 2007). 
Research has also explored how social class plays a significant role in educational 
achievement, particularly in relation to working class identities (Reay, 1998; 2001; 2006) and 
the intersection of these identities in relation to gender and race (Bhopal, 2010; Byrne, 2006; 
Reay et al, 2010; 2011; Rollock et al, 2012).  
Chapman and Bhopal (2013) have examined how Black parents are viewed by teachers as 
non-participatory and uncaring regarding their children’s education. This notion of deviance 
directed towards Black parents is based upon White, middle class norms of behaviour and 
White privilege in which. ‘good parents’ are defined as White and middle class who serve the 
needs of the school (Siddle Walker, 2000).  Contrary to popular stereotypes of BME parents 
being disinterested in their children’s education, BME mothers continue to play a significant 
role in their children’s educational progress, providing them with key advice and support in 
decision making processes (Khambhaita and Bhopal, 2013).  
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Intersectionality and ‘diaspora space’ 
The concept of intersectionality was first introduced by Kimberle Crenshaw in 1989 who 
argued that at the heart of the concept is the need to discuss and explore the myriad ways in 
which categories such as race, gender and class intersect and interact to affect women’s lives. 
The interaction of these concepts and how they overlap is important to examine the different 
types of inequalities which exist for women. The concept was further developed by Patricia 
Hill Collins (1990) who included dimensions such as nation, sexuality, age and ethnicity in 
relation to understanding women’s experiences in society. Intersectionality provides feminists 
with the opportunity to examine women’s experiences through a lens which views race, class, 
gender, sexuality, age and other inequalities as mutually constituting processes; these 
categories do not exist independently from one another, but mutually reinforce each other. 
Gender, class and race and other points of difference cannot be seen as mutually exclusive 
but must be understood as interacting with each other to explore the complex and sometimes 
contradictory experiences of women’s lives (Bhopal, 2010; Brah and Phoenix, 2004; Nash, 
2008; Phoenix, 2001). Bhopal and Preston’s (2011: 219) analysis of race and intersectionality 
suggests a process of ‘mashing up’ different discourses to challenge White dominant 
structures. Others have argued that in order to explore the concept of intersectionality, 
specific methodologies must be developed so that intersectional identities can be analysed 
(McCall, 2005). McCall (2005) suggests that the methodologies employed by those taking an 
intersectional approach should explore ‘the relationships among multiple dimensions and 
modalities of social relationships and subject formations’ (2005: 1774).  
Avtar Brah (1996) in her analyses of diaspora borders and identity engages with the concept 
of intersectionality to understand how identities can be understood in changing circumstances. 
This article will use Brah’s analysis of diaspora space, the journey and the translation of 
power within journeys to examine how BME mothers are positioned as ‘outsiders’ in White 
rural schools.  ‘Diaspora space’ is used to examine how migratory movements from one 
destination to another are affected by power and social and economic structures. It is defined 
as, ‘the intersectionality of diaspora, border and dis/location as a point of confluence of 
economic, political, cultural and psychic processes. It addresses the global condition of 
culture, economics and politics as a site of ‘migrancy’ and ‘travel’ which seriously 
problematises the subject position of the ‘native’ (Brah, 1996: 181). Brah suggests that, 
‘diaspora space as a conceptual category is ‘inhabited’ not only by those who have migrated 
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and their descendants but equally by those who are constructed and represented as indigenous’ 
(1996: 181).  
The idea of diaspora space is based on the concept of the journey. Journeys involve decisions 
about settling and belonging. The idea of moving from one place to another is not necessarily 
about who is travelling, but about when, how and under which circumstances individuals 
make such decisions about moving from one place to another. This movement is based upon 
the socioeconomic, political and cultural conditions upon which the trajectories of the 
journey take place. How groups become situated in new environments is  based upon 
different economic processes, state policies and institutional practices. ‘This ‘situatedness’ is 
central to how different groups come to be relationally positioned in a given context’ (Brah, 
1996:p182-183). Consequently, when we speak about diasporic movements, the emphasis is 
on exploring how relations of power work between different groups as well as within and 
between them. ‘The concept of diaspora centres on the configurations of power which 
differentiate diasporas internally as well as situate them in relation to one another’ 
(1996:183 original emphasis).  
 
The Research: Context and Background  
This article draws upon twenty in-depth interviews with mothers who identified themselves 
from BME backgrounds. The women were selected from three primary schools all of which 
were within 5 miles of each other, located in neighbouring villages. The county in which the 
villages are located is predominantly White and politically Conservative. Historically, the 
county has been one of the safest and most secure Conservative strongholds in England. The 
population of BME residents in the district is 6.9% compared to 11.0% in the county, 14.7% 
in the South East and 14.1% nationally (Census, 2011). The numbers of BME individuals in 
the district is low compared to national figures.  
 
Whilst predominantly White, there is a variation in the socio-economic groups of the families 
who live in the three villages in which the schools are located. School A which I shall call 
Yew tree
1
 is predominantly working class and White. It is located in the poorest of the three 
villages. Eight mothers participated from this school, two are from mixed heritage 
                                                          
1
 All names used are pseudonyms to protect the identity of the schools and the respondents. 
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backgrounds (White/Black), three are Black British and three are British Indian. School B 
which I shall call Ashurst attracts a diverse range of families from both working and middle 
class backgrounds. It is considered one of the most successful schools in the area and was 
recently awarded an ‘outstanding’ grade from OFSTED2. However, the report emphasises 
that the school should, ‘increase pupils’ knowledge and understanding of the cultures, 
lifestyles and beliefs found in the United Kingdom’. Five of the mothers from this school 
participated in the research. Two are Black British, one is African, one is Bangladeshi (born 
in Bangladesh and whose family ran the local Indian take away) and one is British Indian.     
 
School C which I shall call Beech End also attracts a mixture of children from working and 
middle class backgrounds. It has a higher number of children identified as having special 
educational needs compared to those in Yew Tree and Ashurst. It was recently graded as 
‘good’ by OFSTED. Seven of the mothers were interviewed from this school. Three are of 
Indian origin and four are Black British. The majority of respondents in the study defined 
themselves as middle class, with two who defined themselves as working class. These 
definitions were based upon their employment and income levels. Those who defined 
themselves as middle class are from families where either they or their partners are employed 
in professional occupations such as doctors, nurses, teachers and solicitors and those who 
defined themselves from working class backgrounds are shop keepers or work in takeaways 
or supermarkets.  
The majority of pupils who attend the schools are from White British backgrounds, with only 
a small minority representing a range of other minority ethnic groups. The proportion of 
pupils who speak English as an additional language is well below the national average. All 
three schools are predominantly White in terms of student and staff intake. 
Access to the schools was obtained via the head teachers and the county council. As I had 
previously conducted research in the county, the schools were willing to participate in the 
research. Schools were selected based on whether they were defined as ‘mainly White 
                                                          
2
 OFSTED is the Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills in England. OFSTED is an 
independent body which reports directly to Parliament. The main role of OFSTED is to inspect and regulate 
services which care for children and young people, and those providing education and skills for learners of all 
ages (see http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/about-us). 
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schools’, with a total population of 4-6% of BME pupils (Cline et al, 2002; DfES, 2004). The 
head teachers were informed that the focus of the research was to explore the experiences of 
BME parents in predominantly White schools. Parents were also told about the aims of the 
research and all agreed to be interviewed. All of the parents were keen to share their 
experiences, particularly the reasons why they had initially moved to the countryside. They 
were specifically asked about their relationships with teachers, other parents and their views 
on their experiences of sending their children to a predominantly White school in a rural 
location. Ethical clearance for the research was obtained from the University Ethics 
committee in line with the British Educational Research Association’s guidelines. As a non-
White Asian female conducting the research, my own positionality affected the research. 
Many of the respondents expressed a shared empathy with me, particularly when I revealed 
my own experiences of sending my children to a predominantly White school in a rural 
location. Respondents revealed a shared empathy based upon a shared identity of the ‘other’ 
in an alien environment.
3
 The county and schools were assured of anonymity and 
confidentiality and each participant was given a consent form which they signed. All of the 
interviews were digitally recorded and later transcribed. Participants agreed that they did not 
want anyone other than the researcher to read the transcripts and all were happy for their 
interviews to be used in the dissemination process. All participants were offered the 
opportunity to read the transcripts and to make any changes to their interviews, however only 
two respondents decided to see their transcripts and were happy with the content.  
 
The rural idyll?  
The majority of respondents who participated in the study said that they had moved to the 
countryside for employment and/or for a ‘better life’. Many spoke about their feelings of 
schools in cities becoming overcrowded, as well as the hostility and racism they experienced 
in the city. Kamaljit and her husband have three children, two of whom attend Beech End 
primary school and whilst their work brought them to the countryside, this was also a 
conscious decision and one that they had thought of many times in the past. Kamaljit defined 
herself as middle class.   
                                                          
3
 For a further discussion of positionality see Bhopal and Myers (2011).  
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We had decided a long time ago that we wanted to move out of the city because we 
were not happy there. We had some problems with our neighbours and one of my 
friends she moved out to a small village and it all sounded so nice. We have been here 
for about five years now and people still won’t speak to me or look at me. I was 
expecting it to be open and friendly, but it is the opposite. It is a better life because it 
is quieter and the schools are good, but you have to pay a price for that. I don’t feel 
that I belong here and the people in the village and in the school don’t want to make 
me feel that I belong, because to them I don’t belong here.  
Juliette who is Black, middle class and originally from Jamaica also spoke about her non-
acceptance.  
It is funny when they see you coming they all look and stare at you like you’re not a 
human being and I used to get that in school and they have certain stereotypes of you. 
They immediately think that you are not educated and don’t know how to cope when 
you speak to them and show them that actually you are an educated person and you 
are a professional. It challenges their stereotypes.  
Juliette mentioned the different reactions she received from her neighbours and those in the 
school. On the one hand many were openly friendly, yet on the other hand she experienced 
overt hostility.  
The countryside is a strange place on the one hand people are friendly they say hello 
to you, but this is in a fickle and shallow way and on the other hand they will be 
overtly offensive to you like saying you have stringy hair and your skin doesn’t burn 
in the sun because it is Black. I find that a challenge and I find it confusing. It could 
just be ignorance or it could be a form of racism that is made to put you in your place 
to let you know that you will never be accepted as one of us because you are a Black 
person and the countryside is not a place that is for you.  
All of the respondents reported that they felt the countryside was fraught with overt racism 
and suspicion and the preserve of the White community (not necessarily middle class). Many 
respondents felt that by virtue of their identity (not being White) they were regarded and 
treated as temporary trespassers (who would go back to where they came from). They were in 
a place and environment that was not theirs to claim by virtue of their Black identity. Jyoti 
who is  British Indian and worked as a nurse at the local hospital described her experience.  
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I remember once and it was very upsetting. There was a family who came to the 
hospital and the son had an injury. They were quite loud and I think the father had 
been drinking and he started to shout and I think I heard him use the word Paki
4
 to his 
wife, he whispered it but I heard him. I found that upsetting because I was just doing 
my job, trying to help them.  
Before moving to the countryside all of the respondents expected the quality of their lives to 
improve and they did not expect to experience racism. Many said they were naive in their 
outlook and had images of the countryside as a rural and perfect idyll in which they would be 
welcomed and accepted as members of their community. Whilst all of the respondents said 
they were pleased with their children’s education, this was far from perfect and the majority 
felt that they had to prove themselves to their community and to the teachers. Brah (1996) has 
argued that changes in population movements, ‘are creating new displacements, new 
diasporas’ (1996: 179). Consequently, these changes can be described in relation to, ‘…a 
proliferation of new border crossings the language of ‘borders’ and of ‘diaspora’ [which] 
acquires a new currency’. When BME communities move into the White rural space of the 
countryside, they are crossing borders which are the preserve of White community members. 
Consequently crossing borders invokes the changing and shifting of identities and diasporas 
in which the ‘other’ enters and occupies a predominantly White space.  
 
Mothers’ attitudes to their children’s education  
All of the mothers were very positive about their children’s education and wanted them to do 
well and some were keen for their children to take entrance tests for private schools. All took 
an active role in the education of their children, none of them said they had missed any events 
such as school assemblies, school performances or parent’s evenings and all were keen that 
their children were accepted in the schools. Kerry who is middle class and from a Black 
African background was disappointed with how Beech End had dealt with her son when she 
questioned teachers when her son was put in the lowest set for his maths class. Kerry 
however was adamant that her son should have been in the top maths set as he participated in 
extra curricula maths activities outside of school. Kerry felt that her treatment was an 
indication of her status as a Black mother who was perceived as non-educated and aggressive 
by the teachers.  
                                                          
4
 ‘Paki’ is a racist derogatory term used in England and is often directed at those from the Indian sub-continent.  
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When John was put in a lower stream for his maths I knew that something was wrong 
and I knew that he was much better than they thought he was. I went and spoke to the 
teacher and he was very defensive. I don’t think he liked to be challenged and I told 
him that he had made a mistake. He wasn’t very friendly and the next thing I had to 
see the head teacher because I didn’t feel as though I was being listened to. I was 
made to feel that I was doing something wrong by making a point to the teacher and 
he made me feel as though I was complaining rather than being concerned for wanting 
the best for my son. But I am concerned about my child’s education and so should be 
able to communicate that to the school. It is not the same as what I see when the 
White mothers complain, they are treated differently to me. I can definitely say that 
there are differences in the way in which I am treated compared to them. The White 
mothers are listened to, they are not judged and their views are taken on board. It is 
something that you can’t identify, but there is something there that makes me feel as 
though I am not entitled to question the teachers because I am Black, but the White 
mothers are. It is their right and not mine, because I am not allowed to [original 
emphasis].  
Kali who is middle class and British Indian also echoed this sentiment. When her son had 
experienced racist name calling, Kali felt that she was treated as the villain rather than the 
victim.   
I remember there was this one boy who was a bit aggressive and he would push Jamil 
physically and Jamil is a little boy and this went on for a while and I went to the 
school and was told by the teacher that I was over reacting and it was just a game and 
boys were playing. I became concerned and went to the school again and for the 
second time I was treated like I was causing trouble and I also felt that I was not being 
listened to. I was seen as being the problem.  
Kali went to see the head teacher and it was only when the child began using racist language 
towards Jamil that the teachers intervened and Kali felt this was because the teachers were 
afraid that she may have made an official complaint to the county.  
I sort of indicated to the teachers that I wasn’t happy with what they were doing and if 
they did not deal with it, I would speak to the governors and then the education 
department. Also when the racial element came into it, they felt they had no choice 
but to deal with it. I think the school may have had a bad experience in the past about 
12 
 
racism, I have heard that and I think they didn’t want to be known to be racist or 
unsympathetic. But they should have dealt with my issues at the beginning and I 
should not have had to wait for the incident to get serious before the school acted on it. 
I see other parents going to the school and making small complaints and they are 
acted upon immediately. The White mothers are not seen as being the trouble makers, 
they are treated sympathetically and their needs are addressed rather than questioned.   
Fumi who is middle class and from a mixed heritage background also commented on how she 
was treated compared to the White parents. 
I have noticed with some of the teachers the way they look at me. I think they make 
certain assumptions about me because of my hair (dreadlocks) and also because of the 
way I dress. They assume that I am not educated and that I will not be able to engage 
in a conversation with them and so they sort of look down at me. But I make sure that 
I am always professional and do not come across as aggressive or any other way. But 
I do think that they treat the other mothers differently, particularly the White mothers. 
They show them respect, they listen to them and they take on board what they are 
saying.   
Many of the respondents spoke about how they were positioned as ‘outsiders’ in the White 
space of the school. In these predominantly White locations, White norms of behaviour were 
taken for granted as particular ways of knowing and being. Because Black mothers did not fit 
into this stereotype of a ‘twinset and pearls’5 appearance they were misunderstood and 
positioned as ‘other’. As there were few visible minorities in the school, the playground and 
the surrounding area there was a misplacement of Black mothers. Teachers and others did not 
know how to place them because they disrupted ‘normality’ in the rural; consequently the 
behaviour of Black mothers was seen as deviant and nonconformist as they were judged 
against White, middle class stereotypes of motherhood and parenting. Black mothers were 
judged first by their racial identity and second by their class. Many (if not all) of the Black 
women’s parenting styles were based on strict rules and a strong emphasis on education in 
which children were expected to work hard and succeed. Yet such values were misplaced 
within the White space of the school. Many respondents reported that when such values were 
expressed by White, middle class mothers they were celebrated and judged positively and 
                                                          
5
 Twinset and pearls is a stereotype associated most closely with women’s wardrobes during the 1950s and 
1960s, they are often seen as a traditional form of dress for (White) women. The attire is often associated with 
the Women’s Institute which is a British community based organisation usually found in countryside villages.  
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interpreted as mothers wanting the best for their children. Black mothers were seen as too 
ambitious, having expectations for their children that were beyond their capabilities.  
Many of the respondents indicated that teachers did not hide the way they treated certain 
parents, explaining that gender, class and ethnicity were powerful factors in how they were 
positioned and treated. Several of the mothers were in mixed race relationships. Jatinder who 
is middle class and married to a White British man said that initially when her children 
started attending the school, she did not feel listened to by the teachers.  However when the 
teachers met Julian her partner, who is White British, this changed.  
At the first parents evening we went to, I think the teachers did not realise that Julian 
was White and I felt as though they started to treat me differently and they also knew 
that he was a professional and it made a difference to how they treated me. I see that 
happens a lot in the school. Parents are judged in all sorts of ways, mainly by their 
class and for us it’s our race. I can see it, there is one family that perhaps is not that 
conformist and I hear the other mothers saying they are ‘chavs’6 and they don’t want 
their children to play with them. It’s not very nice, the family are judged in negative 
terms because they are poor and working class.  
Many of the mothers spoke about how their race positioned them first and foremost and 
consequently their voice was given less power and value compared to the White parents.  
Teachers made a judgement about mothers based on the view that White superiority in a 
predominantly White space was taken as the norm. Behaviour that did not fit this stereotype 
fell outside of the confines of what was considered acceptable and non-acceptable behaviour 
as defined by the White community. Suria who is middle class and from a Pakistani 
background emphasised that she was made to feel that she was not entitled to the same 
privileges as White parents.  
In the countryside, and in White schools in the countryside, the teachers and the 
parents make you feel as though you should be grateful that you are here at their 
school and that it isn’t really something that you should be entitled to because you are 
not one of them, you are in fact an outsider. I am not sure what you have to do to 
become an insider; I guess you have to be born here. But it is made clear to you that 
                                                          
6
 ‘Chav’ is a derogatory term used in England to describe those from White working class backgrounds; it is 
often associated with the wearing of branded clothing and ostentatious jewellery. The term has Anglo Romany 
origins in the word Chavi meaning child (Bhopal and Myers, 2008).  
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you are not an insider from the very beginning; when those in the countryside meet 
you, they just let you know – one way or the other! [original emphasis]  
Many of the respondents spoke about how they felt their views were judged negatively 
compared to those of the White, middle class mothers. This ‘White, middle class sense of 
entitlement’ which I have discussed elsewhere (Bhopal, 2013) refers to White mothers 
feeling they were entitled to and had the right to make requests to teachers that were 
important for their children’s education, compared to those request made by BME mothers, 
and as a result teachers had to listen to them and act on their requests. When Aisha a Black 
middle class, African mother asked the teacher whether it was possible for her son to have 
extra work to prepare him for an entrance exam for private school, the response she received 
was negative.  
I felt as though she [teacher] did not want to help me at all, almost saying how dare I 
ask her for this? It made me feel as though I should not be asking and should not be 
entitled to be asking for this, because I am not one of them [a White mother]? Yet I 
know that when one of the White mothers asked for something similar she was dealt 
with immediately and given what she wanted. That upset me and made me think how 
much we as Black people have to struggle to be accepted somewhere like here.  
Research suggests that parent’s relationships with schools are affected by an intersection of 
identities of class, race and gender (Archer, 2011; Byrne, 2006; Reay, 1998; Vincent, 2000). 
Within this context Black mothers continued to be positioned as ‘outsiders’ (despite their 
middle class status).  
 Visible or invisible identities? 
Whist many of the BME mothers spoke about how their presence caused general discomfort 
at the schools, there was also a sense of being invisible in the White space of the school. 
Jamila who is working class and whose husband owned the local Indian take away spoke 
about this most clearly. She always dressed in traditional Asian dress (shalwar kameez)
7
 and 
wore a headscarf as she is a Muslim but she often felt she was ignored at the school. She 
rarely spoke to other parents and stood alone during school pick up times.  
                                                          
7
 Salwar Kameez is a traditional form of clothing worn by those from the Indian sub-continent. It consists of a 
tunic and baggy trousers.  
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There are times when I feel particularly visible because I look so different here 
compared to all the other mothers. This is the countryside so we [Black and Asian 
people] stand out anyway. There are not many of us here and so when we are here we 
stand out. I have seen the way they [White people] look at me because I wear 
traditional Asian dress and I wear a headscarf. They used to whisper about me when I 
first came here. But on the other hand I am also seen as being invisible, they walk past 
me and ignore me and quite often when I am in queues here in shops and at the station 
[White] people always push in front of me as though I am invisible.  
Jamila was positioned as an ‘outsider’, she is working class, non-White and her ‘presentation 
of self’ disrupted White norms of acceptability. She occupied a position of heightened 
visibility at the same as occupying a position of invisibility. Andrea a working class Black 
British woman also spoke about her visible and invisible presence. .  
As a Black woman I think I stand out because I am Black and I am a large woman so 
you would notice me wouldn’t you? Well out here [in the countryside] it depends 
when [White] people want to notice you they do. When I have been to the school to 
complain they have tried to in some respects ignore me and make me feel that what I 
am saying is not important. When I have been out with my family we have been 
invisible, we are ignored and we have had incidents where people have pushed past 
me and ignored us in shops and cafes. If it is convenient for [White] people they will 
chose to make you visible or make you invisible.  
Many of the respondents spoke about their treatment in the rural space as one of exclusion 
(overt and covert) in relation to their treatment in public spaces. Some respondents compared 
this to the inclusive behaviour they had experienced in the city. Kulwinder a middle class 
British Asian mother said,  
The way I am treated here is very alien to me. I have only lived in cities and cannot 
imagine ever being ignored in a shop because I am Black or because you think I don’t 
belong here [in the countryside]. It is quite strange how the racism we have 
experienced is explicitly overt, yet it is completely accepted and [White] people think 
they can treat you that way because this is a rural village and we were not born here. 
So we don’t belong here and when they can, they will constantly remind you of this.  
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Visibility and invisibility was related to being accepted as an insider as a legitimate member 
of the community because,‘…‘minorities’ are positioned in relation not only to ‘majorities’ 
but also with respect to one another and vice versa. Moreover, individual subjects may 
occupy ‘minority’ and ‘majority’ positions simultaneously, and this has important 
implications for the formation of subjectivity’ (Brah, 1996: 189). Whilst the majority of 
mothers defined themselves as middle class, their class positioning did not necessarily ensure 
them a privileged position in the White rural space of the school. It was their physical identity 
of being non-White which emphasised their position as ‘outsiders’. Their racial background 
of being Black seemed to override their middle class identity. Crozier’s (2005) research has 
also suggested that BME parents report negative school experiences in which their children’s 
abilities are underestimated compared to their White counterparts. Indeed, as Archer argues, 
‘…the deployment of similar resources and strategies among middle-class families may be 
read and received very differently according to the identities and structural location of the 
actors in question’ (2010: 19). Rollock et al also suggest that race overrides class, ‘…it is 
evident that racism persists as part of British society albeit often in subtle, everyday forms 
and that even middle class blacks remain judged based on the colour of their skin’. However, 
at the same time, the Black middle classes have, ‘…at their disposal relative power and 
privilege to help them mediate racial injustice in a way that, on account of differences in 
access to and deployment of cultural capital, is not available to their black working class 
counterparts’ (2011: 1091). Whiteness is a source of cultural capital which is not available to 
Black people, consequently, interactions are race-specific  , but class impacts on this because, 
‘…middle-class black parents have access to important forms of cultural capital, just as 
middle-class white parents do’ (Lareau and Horvat, 1999: 42). 
 
Aspects of belonging: Home or away?  
Many of the mothers spoke about their reasons for leaving the city to move into the 
countryside. The majority had moved for jobs, others because they wanted to bring their 
children up ‘in a safe and secure environment’. When asked about whether they felt they 
wanted to stay in the countryside on a long term basis, many were ambivalent. Geeta a 
middle class Asian respondent said,  
I am not sure I will stay here [in the countryside] for the long term. Once the children 
have left home to go to university, it may well be that we move back into the city. But 
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it depends on jobs as well. If we keep our jobs here, we could still move out to the 
city and work here. We would not have to worry about the children if they have left 
home.  
Jacky a middle class Black British respondent said,  
For me, it is the question of acceptance and what that means. Is this my home? I am 
not so sure? It is my home because I live here and have done so for many years now, 
but it doesn’t feel like home. I still don’t feel as though I am part of the community 
and I don’t think that I am accepted as being part of that community. I am Black so I 
am always an outsider. The countryside is not for Black people, it’s almost as though 
they [White people] make us feel it’s not our place, but theirs. We are not considered 
natives to the countryside [original emphasis].  
Jacky’s use of the word native refers to  not belonging to the rural space, but being outside of 
it, even though she has for many years been a member of the community in which she resides. 
The native is the ‘other’, always an ‘outsider’ and always excluded. Black people do not have 
the privileged space of legitimate claims of belonging to the rural because it is not historically 
their place; it is not their ‘home’. As Brah states, ‘It is quite possible to feel at home in a 
place and yet, the experience of social exclusions may inhibit public proclamations of the 
place as home’ (1996: 193). Shereen a middle class Black British mother said,  
I do feel this is my home and I do feel at home, but when I go out and I see  
sometimes the ways in which I am treated that can quickly change. So it varies 
because I feel at home, whilst not at home at the same time. I am not sure where home 
is, is it here as I have been living here for a long time or is it the city or is it back 
home in Jamaica. That is an interesting question for me, where is home? And will we 
ever been seen as it being our home by White people who feel it is theirs to claim and 
not ours? That is a troubling question for me [original emphasis].   
Brah (1996: 194) suggests that, ‘home is a mythic place of desire in the diasporic 
imagination’. It is a place of no return, even if it is possible to visit the geographical territory, 
which is seen as the place of ‘origin’. Some respondents expressed home as the lived 
experience of a locality. However, the lack of acceptance from neighbours, teachers and other 
parents reflected their feelings of not being ‘at home’ or part of the local community. As 
Shereen said,  
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I think I would feel more at home if I felt accepted by the people who live here. I 
would then feel that I belonged here, but at the moment I don’t get that distinct feeling 
that I belong here and we have been living her for nearly ten years now. I don’t know 
if other [White] people have that same sense of feeling that I have, I think it could be 
because I am not White so won’t be seen as someone who is able to or even allowed 
to belong here. Perhaps there is an attitude that they [White people] think that we will 
go back to the city, back to where we came from. I have heard some people say those 
kinds of things. 
Brah’s concept of border is a useful concept to analyse how the process of acceptance works 
for ‘outsiders’. ‘Borders: arbitrary dividing lines that are simultaneously social, cultural and 
psychic; territories to be patrolled against those whom they construct as ‘outsiders’… where 
fear of the Other is fear of the self; places where claims to ownership – claims to ‘mine’, 
‘yours’ and ‘theirs’ – are staked out, contested, defended and fought over’ (1996: 198).  
 
Conclusions 
This article has demonstrated the processes by which BME mothers are positioned as 
‘outsiders’ in the White rural space of the school. Due to White middle class norms of ‘good 
parenting’ the efforts of BME mothers as being fully engaged in their children’s education 
were often undervalued and unrecognised by teachers. BME mothers in White rural spaces 
were misplaced as they disrupted traditional middle class norms of being. It is precisely the 
predominance of Whiteness in the rural that contributes to the ‘outsider’ position of BME 
mothers. Whilst intersectionality clearly plays a key part in how women are positioned, it is 
their racial identity that acts to mediate class in which BME mothers are  misplaced in the 
White space of the school. Women’s class identity affected how they negotiated their 
relationships in schools, but it was their race that positioned them as ‘outsiders’. Lareau and 
Horvat argue that being White in the school context is seen, ‘…as a cultural resource that 
white parents unwittingly draw on in their school negotiations in this context. Technically 
speaking, in this field, being white becomes a type of cultural capital’ (1999:7) which is a 
resource that BME mothers do not have access to. Many of the mothers emphasised the 
performance of their middle class values and attitudes knowing that because of their racial 
identity they would be positioned as ‘other’. Their performance of being middle class (for 
example knowing the educational targets that their children should be meeting at certain 
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levels and ages) was used to enhance their cultural and social resources in their relationships 
in the White rural space of the school. Consequently, BME middle class mothers approached 
the school with greater resources compared to BME working class mothers and used this to 
their advantage. In this process race is understood as, ‘…a product of perceptual practices’ 
(Byrne, 2006: 74). Reay (1998) has also emphasised the intersection of race and class in 
which middle class mothers draw upon their material resources in the generation of social and 
cultural capital to invest in their children’s education. Experiences in the rural vary by gender, 
class and race. The use of intersectionality to analyse the position of BME mothers in White 
rural spaces suggests that a focus on class analysis may disregard intra-class differences and 
individual experiences in the rural (Bryant and Pini, 2011). Nash (2008) outlines how the 
concept of intersectionality remains complex, contradictory and sometimes confusing due to; 
vague definitions of the concept, a lack of clear methodology to analyse the concept, 
empirical validity and the use of Black women as intersectional subjects in its analysis. 
However, this article suggests that intersections between gender and class are intricate, yet 
significant, but cannot be understood in isolation from each other or from race. An analysis of 
how gender, class and race intersect and affect how BME mothers are positioned in White 
rural schools enables a greater understanding of how rural communities treat ‘others’ and 
position them as ‘outsiders’. As BME individuals decide to live in the countryside, they cross 
borders, at the same time as they move across different geographical, cultural and psychic 
boundaries which separate them as ‘outsiders’. Whilst they want acceptance in this ‘imagined 
community’ (Andersen, 1993), they also want to maintain their own sense of identity in the 
White rural space of the countryside, yet intersectionality - aspects of class, racism, gender, 
sexuality and other axes of differentiation - will continue to, ‘articulate and disarticulate in 
the diaspora space’ (Brah, 1996: 209). The White rural idyll, ‘… obscures the part played by 
racialised minorities in the construction of the countryside and denies their experiences’ 
(Holloway, 2007: 17). Furthermore, there is a ‘need to understand romantic representations of 
rurality but also see beyond them by combining an awareness of the history of racially-
exclusive constructions of the rural with an analysis of the ways these are employed by 
different actors in a specific socio-spatial context’ (2007:20). It is only then can we 
understand diversity in rural contexts in which BME communities are accepted as members 
who are allowed to participate fully without being excluded, marginalised or ‘othered’.  
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